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As is well known, the Dutch republic played a crucial role in the last quarter of 
the seventeenth century, and in the first decades of the eighteenth century, in 
making known to the rest of Europe the literary, philosophical, and scientific 
achievements of England1. As is equally well known, in their role as intellectual 
carriers, the Dutch did not confine their services to the diffusion of English culture. 
During the last quarter of the seventeenth century, indeed, the Dutch republic 
made itself the unquestioned intellectual entrepot of Europe2. The Dutch book 
trade - then at its apogee - had taken the whole of Europe for its market, and 
gone beyond Europe. Books printed in the Dutch republic, and especially bibles, 
atlases, devotional, and professional books, were produced cheaply and in large 
quantities from numerous printing presses3. The province of Holland alone in 
1675 possessed nearly 200 presses4. Amsterdam by the middle of the seventeenth 
century had outdistanced both its Dutch and its European competitors to become, 
and to remain for the rest of the century, the most important centre for the pro
duction of books in Europe, boasting over 270 booksellers and printers in the 

1. See: H. J. REESINK, VAngleterre et la littérature anglaise dans les trois plus anciens périodiques 
francais de Hollande de 1684 d 1709 (Zutphen, 1931) passim. 
2. For a brief but perceptive general statement of the role of the Dutch republic as an intellectual 
entrepot, see: J. H. [sic] HUIZINGA, 'The Netherlands as Mediator between Western and Central 
Europe' in: Dutch Civilisation in the 17th Century andother Essays, selected by P. GEYL and F. W. 
N. HUOENHOLTZ (London, 1968) 150-152. 
3. The history of the Dutch book trade remains to be written. The main difficulty is the lack of 
statistical information on the import and export of books. A general impression of its extent and 
content, however, can be obtained from the following: D. W. DAVIES, The World of the Elseviers, 
1580-1712 (The Hague, 1954) passim, 'The Geographic Extent of the Dutch Book Trade in the 
Seventeenth Century', Het Boek, XXXI (1952-1954) i, 10-21; I. H. VAN EEGHEN, 'De boekhandel 
in de 17de en 18de eeuw', Handelingen van het twintigste Nederlands Philologen-Congres te Leiden 
(Groningen, 1948) 87-88; C. R. BOXER, The Dutch Seaborne Empire 1600-1800 (London, 1965) 
161-167. The book trade of Amsterdam has been written up by Dr. I. H. van Eeghen and four 
very valuable volumes have been published. See: I. H. VAN EEGHEN, De Amsterdamse boekhandel 
1680-1715 (4 vols; Amsterdam, 1963-1967). Some valuable information on the Anglo-Dutch book 
trade, another largely unexplored subject, is to be found in: N. HODGSON and C. BLAGDEN, The 
Notebook of Thomas Bennet and Henry Clements. Oxford Bibliographical Society Publications, 
New Series VI, 1953 (Oxford, 1956). 
4. H.-J, MARTIN, Livre, pouvoirs et société a Paris au XVI:e siècle (1598-1701) (2 vols; Geneva, 
1969)1,312. 
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period 1675 to 1699, and in the establishment of William Janszoon Blaeu, a 
specialist in atlases, boasting also what is alleged to have been the most modern, 
and the best equipped printing house in Europe in the seventeenth century5. In 
relation to the degree of dominance achieved in Europe by Dutch books these 
figures, as has been suggested 6, are perhaps striking less for what they say about 
the size of the Dutch book industry than for what they imply about its efficiency. 
Nevertheless, even as they stand, the figures are striking, pointing as they do to a 
degree of concentration in book-making and bookselling which, given the popu-
lation of the province of Holland, was without equal elsewhere in Europe at the time. 
In part this ascendancy enjoyed by the Dutch book trade was simply a natural by-

product of overall Dutch economie ascendancy. Thus the cheapness of sea trans
port in the seventeenth century, certainly sea transport as practised by the Dutch, 
conferred upon the Dutch book trade advantages similar to those enjoyed by 
other branches of Dutch trade. The provision of paper for the Dutch book industry 
in the seventeenth century illustrates the point. Until the last decade or so of the 
seventeenth century, when a combination of wars, heavy taxes, and the emigration 
of many Huguenots associated with paper manufacture seriously damaged the 
French paper-making industry7, an important source of Dutch supplies of the 
finest white paper, suitable for books and engravings, came from Angoulême, from 
mills worked by Dutch capital8. Angoulême paper was available much more 
cheaply to the Dutch book industry, whence it was brought by a relatively simple 
river and sea journey, than it was to the French book industry, which, in fact, was 
obliged in the course of the seventeenth century to renounce its use because of the 
crushing costs imposed by a combination of complicated internal carriage and a 
variety of duties 9. At the same time, however, it has to be admitted that dependence 
upon foreign suppliers had its disadvantages, exposing the Dutch paper industry 
and the Dutch book industry to the hazards of an irregular and sometimes dilatory 
trafiic, and even occasionally of losing altogether their supplies of raw materials 
at a time of war, or when foreign governments prohibited exports of raw materials 
to the republic10. Yet, as it often does, necessity proved the mother of invention, 
stimulating the Dutch paper industry, with Huguenot assistance, to manufacture 

5. Ibidem, 310, 318. 
6. Ibidem, 312. 
7. W. C. SCOVILLE, The Persecution of Huguenots and French Economie Development, 1680-1720 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1960) 185, 230-234. 
8. MARTIN, Livre, II , 585; D. C. COLEMAN, The British Paper Industry, 1495-1860 (Oxford, 
1958)22. More than half the total production of French paper milis in the first half of the eighteenth 
century was in Dutch hands. See B. W. DE VRIES, De Nederlandse papiernijverheid in de negentiende 
eeuw (The Hague, 1957) 25. 
9. MARTIN, Livre, II, 585. 
10. JOH. DE VRIES, De economische achteruitgang der Republiek in de achttiende eeuw (2nd ed.; 
Leiden, 1968) 92-93. 
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for itself the finer grades of printing paper formerly imported from France - even 
to export printing paper to France11, and stimulating the Dutch book industry in 
the seventeenth century to the development of one of the most striking and influ-
ential technical and cultural innovations of the age - the small format book, the 
seventeenth-century equivalent of a paper-back revolution12. 
In larger part, however, the ascendancy of the Dutch book trade derived from the 

same general factors, and the same combination of general factors, as produced its 
overall economie ascendancy. The geographical situation of the Dutch republic -
its central position at the mouths of triree great rivers, at the cross-roads of the 
principal sea and land routes of Western Europe - conferred advantages which 
were as readily exploitable for the exchange of ideas and information as they were 
for the exchange of goods, amongst which, it may be noted, Dutch books were a 
valuable commodity of exchange13. Moreover, just as in general terms Dutch 
economie life profited from an influx of Flemish immigrants, whose capital, 
expertise, and contacts became available to enrich the newly established republic, 
so too the Dutch book trade in particular derived profit from the influx first of 
Flemish, and later of French printers and booksellers, among them the founder 
of the greatest of Dutch printing houses, Louis Elsevier, the child of Louvain and 
of Antwerp14. 

Nor does the parallel with overall Dutch economie ascendancy end there. Just 
as in the wider economie sphere the Dutch republic profited from a particular and 
favourable conjunction of international circumstances, which diverted and di-
minished the competition of other potentially stronger European states, so too in 
their role as the intellectual carriers of Europe, the Dutch profited in the seven
teenth century from two major changes in the cultural life of Europe. The first was 
the interruption and subsequent re-orientation of normal cultural relations, and 
of the usual channels of learned intercourse, between the Latin world and the 
German world, consequent first, upon the decline of the Venetian book trade, and 
then, and much more importantly, upon the decline of the German book trade, 
virtually destroyed by the 30 Years War1 5 . The second, to which a reference has 
already been made, was the extraordinary popularity of small format books in the 
second half of the seventeenth century, whose production was a response not only 
to the economie necessities of the book trade, which faced in the middle of the 

11. SCOVILLE, Persecution, 234; DE VRIES, Papiernijverheid, 28. 
12. MARTIN, Livre, I, 315. 
13. DAVIES, 'Geographic Extent', 14. 
14. MARTIN, Livre, I, 312-314; II, 741-745. H. H. BOLHUIS in: 'La Hollande et les deux refuges', 
Bulletin de la Société de VHistoire du Protestantisme Francais, CXV (1969) 424, has found 80 
Huguenots, nearly all of whom were members of Walloon church, amongst the Amsterdam 
booksellers and printers mentioned in: VAN EEGHEN, Amsterdamse boekhandel. 
15. MARTIN, Livre, I, 304-306, 318, 328; II, 773. 
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century a crisis situation, but a response also to a changed intellectual climate 
which expressed itself in a growing demand for quality vernacular literature 
available in a form that would make knowledge more digestible and more ac-
cessible. The small format book met or was intended to meet these needs16. The 
Dutch came to specialise in its production and to achieve an unquestioned su-
premacy in the field. This supremacy, it may be added, owed not a little to their 
technical ingenuity in developing a special ink which made legible the minute 
characters necessary for the composition of such books. Not unnaturally the 
secret was soon coveted by other countries, its acquisition, indeed, forming the 
object of a special instruction by the French government to its ambassador in the 
republic in 164017. 

Whether or not the French ambassador in 1640 succeeded in nis mission I am not 
able to say. It would be wrong to assume, however, that Dutch ascendancy in the 
production of books in the seventeenth century is to be explained simply in terms 
of certain general economie and cultural trends, of entrepreneurial skill and drive, 
and of technical ingenuity. The character of Dutch society also counted for a great 
deal. It was by the standards of the day a well-educated society, and a society 
which, it is agreed, enjoyed in the seventeenth century, and had long since previ-
ously enjoyed, arelatively high level of literacy18. In general terms this situation, 
which of course made for a relatively large reading public, may be regarded as 
having been the product at once of the republic's character as a highly urbanized 
commercial nation and of its character as a protestant nation. In referring in this 
context, however, to the protestantism of the Dutch republic more is involved 
than an acknowledgement of what has been often described as the essentially 
literate character of protestantism, and of the need it faced everywhere first to 
create, and then to nourish, an educated ministry and an educated laity. What lent 
special force to the educational needs of protestantism in the Dutch republic was 
perhaps the fact that for so long it was a minority religion - even in 1650 protes
tantism probably accounted for less than half of the population -, and also perhaps 
the fact of its contiguity with the Spanish Low Countries, the ideological frontline 
of the Counter-Reformation in the early seventeenth century, from whose printing 

16. Ibidem, II, 598,613,622,739,965. 
17. Ibidem,!, 469. 
18. BOXER, Dutch Seaborne Empire, 155-157; C. M. CIPOLLA, Literacy and Development in the 
West (Hamondsworth: Penguin, 1969) 47, 53-54, 61. That a relatively high level of literacy 
could co-exist with an absolutely high level of illiteracy is made clear in: S. HART, 'Enige statistische 
gegevens inzake analfabetisme te Amsterdam in de 17de en 18e eeuw', Amstelodamum, LV (1968) 4. 
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presses poured forth a mass of catholic and anti-protestant literature, which in one 
way or another had to be countered19. 

But the production of books requires authors as well as readers, and here again 
the character of Dutch society, and of Dutch government, was important. The 
relative tolerance of Dutch society, and the particularist character of the Dutch 
state, encouraged, where it did not suffer, a greater liberality in the expression of 
opinions than existed elsewhere in Europe at the time, and thus attracted to the 
republic not only technicians and entrepreneurs, whose energies and skills, as has 
been noted, contributed much to the Dutch book industry, but also many writers. 
The republic, indeed, became in the seventeenth century, to quote the words of a 
seventeenth-century writer, 'the Mecca of authors'20; a chosen home for scholars 
seeking peace in which to pursue their work, and an enforced refuge for successive 
waves of erudite and practised controversialists of all religious and political 
persuasions, among them, for example, French Jansenists and French Huguenots 
fleeing from the persecution of Louis XIV, and Swiss Calvinists seeking escape 
from the straight-jacket of the Consensus Helveticus21. The republic of letters, 
it is true, transcended all boundaries, but in the United Provinces it came nearest 
to achieving a territorial expression. In particular, by fostering and habitually 
practising a free trade in the circulation of erudition, the United Provinces perform-
ed an invaluable service to European scholarship in the late seventeenth and early 
eighteenth centuries. 

Dutch booksellers, with agents, contacts, and branches in the rest of Europe, 
facilitated the exchange of bibliographical information amongst scholars, as well 
as of books and other materials22. Following the fashion set by the French Journal 
des Savants and the English Philosophical Transactions, which, indeed, had inspired 
a general European upsurge of erudite journalism, Dutch learned journals, like 
the Nouvelles de la République des Lettres, by providing reviews and notices of 
19. MARTIN, Livre, I, 306-308. For the reference to the strength of protestantism in the republic 
see: I. SCHÖFFER, 'Protestantism in Flux during the Revolt of the Netherlands', Britain and the 
Netherlands, II (Groningen, 1964) 76. 
20. Quoted in E. R. LABROUSSE, 'Les Coulisses du Journal de Bayle', in: P. DIBON, ed., Pierre 
Bayle, Ie philosophe de Rotterdam. Etudes et documents (Paris, 1959) 109. 
21. For a recent brief statement on these matters, see: CH. WILSON, The Dutch Republic and the 
Civilisation of the SeventeenthCentury (London, 1968) 165-177 for more detailed treatment of the 
extent to which long before 1685 the Dutch republic had become a home for French writers -
with special reference to Descartes - see: G. COHEN, Écrivains francais en Hollande dans la première 
moitié du XVIIe siècle (Paris, 1920)passim; for the Consensus Helveticus and Swiss Calvinists, see: 
A. BARNES, Jean Le Clerc {1657-1736) et la République des Lettres (Paris, 1938) esp. 23-48; for 
some details of the movement and activities of French Jansenists in the Republic see: MARTIN, 
Livre, II, 593, 740-745. 
22. In addition to Reesink and van Eeghen (especially volume two, which contains corresponden-
ce between the Amsterdam bookseller, Jean Louis De Lorme, and European scholars and book
sellers) see: DAVTES, 'Geographic Extent', 14-15,19-20; H. BEIJTER,' De crisisperiode in de Haagse 
boekhandel omstreeks 1740' ,De Economist, C (1952) 115-117. 
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books,made available to a wider audience, and as a service to the reading public, 
what had been previously available only to a small minority of scholars as a private 
act of courtesy towards customers23; available, that is, not only to an élite of book 
producers - thus incidentally relieved of some of the tedium of letter-writing by 
which hitherto they had attempted to keep themselves informed of developments 
in the world of scholarship24 -, but also to a growing body of book 'consumers', 
hungry - as in the case of the noblesse d'épée in France, and their wives - for 
literary and scientific news, but sometimes too busy, or too lazy to read the books 
themselves25. Though clearly growing, however, it is arguable that the market for 
learned journals was not unlimited in the late seventeenth century. Cut-throat 
rivalry, for example, existed between the Journal des Savants and Bayle's Nouvelles 
de la République, to the point of prompting the Journal on one occasion deliber-
ately to pass on inaccurate information to the Nouvelles about a conference of 
numismatists in order to have the pleasure subsequently of condemning its 
falsity26. 

Even more striking, however, than the contribution of the United Provinces to 
learned journalism in Europe was its contribution to political journalism, and, in 
the first place, in the shape of newspapers. 

To speak with any degree of real authority about the origins and early develop-
ment of newspapers in the Dutch republic during the seventeenth and early 
eighteenth centuries is at the moment impossible. Such is the present state of 
ignorance that in many cases, and for long stretches of time, it is difficult to es-
tablish much more, or anything more, than that a newspaper existed or probably 
existed. Newspapers appear, disappear, and reappear like the Cheshire Cat, and 

23. REESINK, L'Angleterre, 60-63. For European developments, see: J. KIRCHNER, Das Deutsche 
Zeitschriftenwesen. Seine Geschichte und seine Probleme, I, Von den Anfangen bis zum Zeitalter 
der Romantik (Wiesbaden, 1958) 17-28; F. FATTORELLO, 11 giornalismo Veneto nel Settecento 
(2 vols; Udine, 1933) I, 5-59; L .PICCIONI , Il giornalismo letterario in Italia, I, Primo periodico. 
Giornalismo èrudito-academico (Turin-Rome, 1894) 22-50; B. T. MORGAN, Histoire du Journal des 
Scavans depuis 1665 jusqWen 1701 (Paris, 1959) 1-70, 192-195, 240-250. The later history of the 
journal has been traced in: J. D E L A H A R P E , Le Journal des Savants et VAngleterre 1702-1789, 
University of California Publications in Modern Philology, XX, no. 6 (Berkeley, 1941); G. BONNO, 
L'opinion francaise de la Paix d'Utrecht aux Lettres Philosophiques (Philadelphia, 1949) 161-163. 
24. Newton, it has been suggested, may have welcomed the advent of the Philosophical Trans-
actions because it put him in touch with the work of other scientists without the bother of estab-
lishing personal contact. See: R. K. BLUHM, 'Henry Oldenburg F.R.S. (C. 1615-1677)', in: S i rH. 
HARTLEY F.R.S., ed., The Royal Society, its Origins and Founders (London, 1960) 194. Leibnitz 
in Hanover, for example, had over 1000 correspondents, writing from all over Europe, represen-
tative of all branches of contemporaryknowledge. See: KIRCHNER, Zeitschriftenwesen, I, 14 and 
E. HAASE, Einfiihrung in die Literatur des Refuge (Berlin, 1959) 386-387. 
25. LABROUSSE, 'Coulisses', 102-103, 123-124. For the development among the noblesse d'épee 
in France during Louis XlV's reign of the ideal of Vhonnête homme, see the important statement 
in MARTIN, Livre, II, 647-665. 
26. LABROUSSE, 'Coulisses', 115. 
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they appear usually as through a mirror, reflected in the correspondence of a 
foreign diplomat at The Hague moved to protest at some item contained in a 
newspaper, or reflected in the resolutions of the States General, the provincial 
estates, and the towns, acting in consequence of some foreign diplomatic protest. 
Nor is it likely, given the apparently poor survival of early newspaper files - or at 
least their apparently poor survival in the Netherlands itself - that we shall ever 
be able to reconstruct with any degree of fullness and sustained accuracy the early 
history of individual Dutch newspapers. What is certain, however, is that until the 
elementary basis for the effective study of such newspapers has been provided -
namely, a published catalogue of the holdings of early newspapers - we are not 
even in a position to know what can be known and what can never be known. The 
compilation of such a catalogue would without doubt be a mammoth task, which 
would of necessity take the whole of Europe for its oyster. Files, it seems, might 
turn up anywhere. They certainly exist in the British Museum, the Public Record 
Office, and the Bibliothèque Mazarin at Paris27, whilst in recent years the most 
substantial find, of an extensive and unequalled collection of the earliest Dutch 
newspapers, has been made in the Royal Library, Stockholm. The collection had 
at some stage been transferred there from the Royal Record Office, where pre-
sumably the papers had been originally enclosed amongst diplomatic or mercantile 
correspondence, and they remained untouched until their discovery in 1938/9 by 
Folke Dahl28. 
The task of compiling such a catalogue, though immense, however, would be 

rewarding, and is certainly long overdue. Attention was first drawn to its necessity 
over a hundred years ago in what is still a pioneering study - recently reprinted -
by the French historian, Eu gêne Hatin, of the French language newspapers of the 
republic in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries29. The hope, he there ex-
pressed30, of stimulating some Dutch scholar to do for all Dutch newspapers 
what he had begun for a section of them, has fallen very largely on deaf ears, and 
for a people which has made such a substantial contribution to the emergence and 
flowering of European journalism, Dutch scholars - certainly Dutch historians -
have been strangely neglectful of the history of their newspapers, though there are 
recent and welcome signs of a renaissance of interest, embodied most strikingly 
in the foundation at Leiden of a periodical, Gazette, devoted exclusively to the 

27. F. DAHL, 'Amsterdam - Earliest Newspaper Centre of Western Europe', Het Boek, XXV 
(1939) iii, 169. For one such collection in the British Museum, see: Gazettes etc. (Letters sent to 
Andrew Ellis at the Post-Office, London) 1668-1699. For Dutch newspapers in the Public Record 
Office, see: P. FRASER, The Intelligence of the Secretaries of State and their Monopoly ofLicensed 
News 1600-1688 (Cambridge, 1956) 167-169. 
28. DAHL, 'Amsterdam', passim. 
29. E. HATIN, Les gazettes de Hollande et la presse clandestine aux XVlle et XVMe siècles 
(Paris, 1865). 
30. Ibidem, 3 and 7. 
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history of the press, that is the press of the world, in which some notable contri-
butions have been recently made relating to the management and circulation of 
particular Dutch newspapers in the eighteenth century31. 
Hatin, however, did inspire one notable Dutch disciple, W. P. Sautijn Kluit. 

Kluit, a lawyer by training but not by inclination, devoted the last twenty years of 
his life to elucidating the early history of Dutch newspapers, and left as his literary 
monument, or as part of it, a book, over 70 articles, and some 270 other minor 
contributions to newspaper history32. His work has been characterised as arid 
and miniscule, 'microscopisch-bibliographisch'33. It is certainly not lively, and it 
is certainly limited, confined very largely to the external history of Dutch news
papers, to establishing their existence and something of their chronology on the 
basis of an extensive, but not systematic search through the resolutions of the 
estates and of the towns. Even so, however, he did perform an essential service, 
correcting and supplementing Hatin at many points. To criticise him, as has been 
done 34, for having failed to consider the social significance of early newspapers is 
rather like criticising him for having been born too soon, for not being a twentieth-
century historian, and is of course based on the assumption that the newspapers 
were always there to be read; in many cases they were not. Moreover, notwith-
standing the criticism, those few Dutch scholars who have subsequently worked in 
the field of early newspaper history have done little, until very recently, for the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, but regurgitate the fmdings of Kluit 
and of Hatin, admittedly in a more coherent, more perceptive, and more animated 
form than Kluit at least found possible35. 
This lengthy period of disinterest by Dutch historians in their early newspapers 

has been regrettable as well as surprising, for newspapers have been, as was ob-
served in 1804 by the German historian, August Ludwig von Schlözer, one of the 
most important instruments by which 'we Europeans have become Europeans'36, 

31. l a m thinking of I. H. VAN EEGHEN, 'Newspaper Management in the Eighteenth Century,' 
Gazette. International Journal of the Science of the Press, I (Leiden, 1955) i, 5-16 and D. H. Cou-
VÉE, 'The administration of the "Oprechte Haarlemse Courant" 1738-1742', Ibidem, IV (1958) i, 
91-110. 
32. See the notice by H. BRUGMANS in Nieuw Nederlandsch Biografisch Woordenboek, III (Leiden, 
1914) col. 699-700. 
33. M. SCHNEIDER, De Nederlandse krant (Amsterdam, 1943) 7. 
34. Nieuw Nederlands Biografisch Woordenboek, III, col. 700. 
35. This I hold to be the case for WILLEM HAVERSMIT (R. van der Meulen), De courant. Ge
schiedenis, samenstelling en beheer van groote en kleine nieuwsbladen (Leiden, 1884-1885) 24-62; 
K. BASCHWITZ, De krant door alle tijden (Amsterdam, 1938) 43-67; SCHNEIDER, De Nederlandse 
krant, 42-94. Schneider says a little, with some illustratkms, about the value to the social and 
economie historian of newspaper advertisements. Sautijn Kluit, however, was certainly aware of 
the use that could be made of newspaper advertisements, see: W. P. SAUTIJN KLUIT, Bijdrage 
omtrent de Fransche Amsterdamsche en Leidsche couranten (Amsterdam, 1864) 1. 
36. SAUTIJN KLUIT, ibidem. 
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and Dutch newspapers were amongst the earliest, and were certainly the most 
influential of such instruments. For whether or not in the long run it will be 
possible to sustain the present view that the Dutch republic was the birth-place of 
the modern European newspaper - whether or not, that is, Amsterdam will yield 
pride of place eventually to some Italian or German city37 - there can be no doubt 
that Dutch newspapers provided Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries with much of its printed news of current events and, since the earliest 
European journalists were essentially and unashamedly pirates - in Bayle's phrase, 
'corsaires de la République des Lettres' - they provided other European news
papers with much of their copy38. 

It should perhaps be mentioned at this point that by Dutch newspapers is meant 
in this context all newspapers published in the Dutch republic, that is French 
language newspapers as well as Dutch language newspapers. At least five towns 
in the province of Holland by the end of the seventeenth century could boast of 
having, or of ha ving had, a French language newspaper, Amsterdam, The Hague, 
Leiden, Utrecht, and Rotterdam, the last also possibly contemplating in 1718, if 
not actually possessing, an English language newspaper39. 
These papers were usually directed by French Huguenot refugees whose situation, 

aptitudes, and needs ideally fitted them for the role of journalists40. Indeed, it has 
been asserted, that of all the services performed by French Huguenot refugees in 
the republic of letters, none equalled the services they performed as journalists41. 
Directed by Huguenot refugees, they were also in part addressed to them. The 
great Huguenot dispersion in Louis XIV's reign created a substantial, international 
audience of French exiles, scattered throughout Europe and beyond it. Estimates 

37. F. D A H L , 'Découverte d'un journal parisien antérieur a Ia Gazette de Renaudot', in: F. 
D A H L , F. PETIBON, M. BOULET, Les débuts de la presse francaise. Nouveaux apercus. Acta Biblio-
thecae Gotoburgensis, IV (Göteborg, Paris, 1951) 21, f. 3. 
38. For a good account of the history of European joumalism, see: G. WEILL, Le journal 
(Paris, 1934) esp. 26-61. For the role of Dutch newspapers, see: WEILL, Le journal, 23, 25, 56-59; 
DAHL, 'Amsterdam', 161-198; HATIN, Lesgazettes, 35-134; FATTORELLO, Ilgiornalismo, 1,139, II, 
327; B. SCHTERSE, Das Breslauer Zeitungswesenvor 1742 (Bresluu, 1902) 76; E. BAASCH, Geschichte 
des Hamburgischen Zeitungswesens von den Anfangen bis 1914 (Hamburg, 1930) 2; E. S. DE BEER, 
'The English Newspapers from 1695 to 1702',in: R. HATTON and J. S. BROMLEY, ed., William III 
and Louis XIV. Essays by and for the late Mark A. Thomson (Liverpool, 1968) 124-125; FRASER, 
Intelligence, 52-53; E. VARELA HERVIAS, Gazeta Nueva 1661-3 (Notas sobre la historia delperiodis-
mo Espanol en la segunda mitad del siglo XVII (Madrid, 1960) xxviii. I should like to thank Mr. 
A. B. Salazar, formerly of the Department of Spanish at Birkbeck College, for drawing my atten-
tion to the last work. The remark by Bayle is quoted in REESINK, VAngleterre, 23 

39. W. P. SAUTIJN KLUIT, De Fransche Leidsche Courant (Amsterdam, 1870) 14, f. 5; W. P. 
SAUTIJN KLUIT , De Rotterdamsche Courant (Amsterdam, 1876) 23; HAVERSMTT, De courant, 
38-40. According to SCHNEIDER, De Nederlandse krant, 60, there was only a proposal for an Eng
lish Rotterdam Courant. 
40. HAASE, Einführung, 404. 
41. Ibidem; BOLHUIS, 'La Hollande' 423. 
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of the numerical size of this dispersion vary enormously, and can never be very 
exact. The most recent estimate, which may err on the side of modesty, settles for 
a figure of c. 200,000 in the period c. 1680 to 1720, out of which an estimated 
50,000 to 70,000 are held to have settled permanently in the same period in the 
Dutch republic42. The margin of possible error is clearly large, but however that 
may be, there seems little doubt that the Dutch republic attracted the largest body 
of permanent Huguenot settlers in Europe43. An indication of the impact they 
made upon the life of the republic is the fact that within the space of a mere five 
years - between 1684 and 1688 - the number of Walloon communities in the 
United Provinces almost doubled44. The process, it has been argued, was tanta-
mount almost to a reconstruction of protestant France in the Republic, 'une 
seconde France sur la frontière même du royaume, mais une France libre'45. 
Amongst these French expatriates, and among French expatriates elsewhere in 
Europe - or at least among the first generation of them - there existed a sense of 
community, and a hope of return some day to the land from which they had 
been separated, which quite naturally inspired among them a desire to be kept in-
formed of what was happening in France, and in Europe generally; and this desire 
clearly contributed to the development in the Dutch republic of French language 
newspapers and periodicals. 
But the audience to which these French language publications were addressed, 

and which read them, was clearly not confined, nor even largely confined to the 
Huguenot diaspora. Amongst Netherlanders themselves in the Dutch republic 
there existed in the seventeenth century a growing public literate in French, stimu-
lated no doubt in their taste for things French by the presence of long-established 
Walloon communities, which acted as, and which were regarded as, centres radi-
ating French culture47. French of course had always been the language of the 
Orangist court - William the Silent, it is avowed, died with a French prayer on his 
lips - and the Orangist court acquired a pronounced French flavour under the 
Stadtholder, Frederick Henry48. The language of most of Dutch scholarship, and 

42. SCOVILLE, Persecution, 119, 125. 
43. Ibidem, 125. 
44. F. SCHICKLER, Les Églises du refuge (Paris, 1882) 35, 40. 
45. Ibidem, 39. 
46. MARTIN, Livre, II, 742; BOLHUIS, 'La Hollande', 426, cites the case of one, Jacques du Peyrou, 
of Bergerac, who was admitted to the Walloon church of Amsterdam in 1687, and, upon his death 
in 1713, lefta sum of money to be used to rebuild the Huguenot church at Bergerac. The church 
was not rebuilt, and the money was not claimed, until 1792. 
47. K.-J. RIEMENS, Esquisse historique de Venseignement du francais en Hollande du XVIe au 
XlXe siècle (Leiden, 1919) 79-140; F. BRUNOT, Histoire de la langue francaise des origines a 1900 
(13 vols; Paris, 1906-1953) V, 219-267. For a recent short discussion of Walloon influences, see: P. 
DIBON, 'Le refuge Wallon. Précurseur du refuge Huguenot', Le XVIIe siècle (1967) 53-74; 
BOLHUIS, 'La Hollande', 407-413. 
48. RIEMENS, Esquisse, 80, 126; BRUNOT, Histoire, V, 223. 
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of Dutch education, it is true, remained Latin, but the opportunities to learn 
French were present in most towns of importance in the province of Holland bef ore 
the middle of the seventeenth century, and by the end of the century plenty of 
opportunities to learn French were available at Dutch universities49. The extent to 
which French had penetrated the élite of Dutch society by the end of the seven
teenth century, indeed, has been strikingly illustrated in the analysis made by S. A. 
Krijn of the inventories of a hundred private libraries left by a miscellaneous 
group of Dutch theologians, scholars, jurists, and government officials who died 
in 1700. Most of their books, or at least most of their valuable books - for inven
tories may not always have listed the cheaper, small-format books -, were in 
Latin, but only 12 out of the 100 libraries were entirely without French books50. 
The existence in the Republic of large numbers of French refugees, so many of 
them relatively speaking not only literate, but passionately literate, must surely 
have accelerated this spread of the French language, but it clearly did not begin 
or largely explain the process, which reflected above all the growth of French 
power, and of French cultural dominance in Europe under Louis XIV51. 

It was in fact to the reading public of France that the French language newspapers 
were principally addressed52. Their popularity in France - above all the popu-
larity in the late seventeenth century of the so-called Amsterdam Gazette, the 
French language Amsterdam Courant - was unquestionable, even at prices greatly 
inflated by the costs of transmission53, and defied the persistent efforts of French 
governments to discipline their activities54. Neither their popularity nor the 
failure to destroy it is surprising, when it is realised that profits of up to 300 % per 

49. RIEMENS, Esquisse, 89, 97, 140. 
50. S. A. KRIJN, 'Franse lektuur in Nederland in het begin van de 18e eeuw', De Nieuwe Taalgids, 
II (Groningen, 1917) 161-178. For some valuable comments on the limitations of inventories as 
historical documents, see: MARTIN, Livre, I, 493. 
51. See the general but very jejeune discussion in: H. J. KOENEN, Geschiedenis van de vestiging en 
den invloed der Fransche vluchtelingen in Nederland (Leiden, 1846) especially chapter iv, passim. 
52. W. P. SAUTIJN KLUIT, Opmerkingen en mededeelingen omtrent Fransche dagbladen en tijd
schriften (Amsterdam, 1865) 217; HATIN, Lesgazettes, 5. 
53. For a general statement of their popularity despite the cost, and giving an indication of their 
cost in France, see: C. BELLANGER, e.a., Histoire générale de lapresse francaise, I, Dès origines d 
1814 (Paris, 1969) 285. For some details of comparative costs of Dutch newspapers in France, 
Germany and England in the eighteenth'century, see: W. P. SAUTIJN KLUIT, De Hollandsche en 
Fransche Utrechtsche couranten (Amsterdam, 1877) 80. For the popularity of the Amsterdam 
Courant, see: SAUTIJN KLUIT, Bijdrage, 18. Transmission costs seem to have fluctuated between 
l/5th. and a more usual l/12th. of total management costs; for examples see: SAUTIJN KLUIT, 
Hollandsche en Fransche Utrechtsche couranten, 80; HAVERSMIT, De courant, 62; COUVÉE, Ad-
ministration', 93 (a substantial sample based on the account books of the Oprechte Haarlemse 
Courant for the years 1737-1742). 
54. HATIN, Les gazettes, 23, 39; BRUNOT, Histoire, V, 271-274. 
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copy were available to French post-masters who handled their distribution 55, 
and that until the late eighteenth century the only competition in France itself came 
frorn the Gazette de France, an official publication, as jejeune and insipid as such 
official publications invariably were, and which in France did not even report the 
fall of the Bastille in 178956. Such was the popularity, indeed, of the so-called 
Leiden Gazette in 1778 that the post directorat Rotterdam feit obliged to complain 
to the compiler of the paper, the great Étienne Luzac, son of a Huguenot refugee, 
of the excessive weight of packages containing the newspaper, and to exhort him 
either to reduce the weight of the packages, or to bear the cost of another horse, 
or to get his newspaper reprinted in France57. 
Whether or not his suggestions were accepted, and if so which of his suggestions, 

is not recorded, but in a sense he was preaching to the converted. French pro
vincial printers seem to have reprinted the 'gazettes de Hollande' throughout the 
eighteenth century58; nor were they alone in doing so. In the French-speaking 
parts of Switzerland, for example, the taste for the 'gazettes de Hollande', a title, 
which, it is argued, usually referred after 1672 to the French Amsterdam Courant59, 
appears to have become firmly established during the War of the Spanish Suc
cession, so firmly established, indeed, that, after enduring a period of counterfeits, 
the city government of Geneva was led in 1712 to offer to the highest bidder the 
obviously lucrative monopoly of their sole printing and publishing60. A similar 
situation arose in c. 1723 and again in 1737 in Liège where - presumably again for 
money, since the matter was determined by the chambre desfinances - the reprinting 
of the 'gazette de Hollande' was made a recognized private monopoly61. Later 
in the eighteenth century, in 1786, it was the proud boast of a Viennese newspaper 
that it could within six hours of its arrival in Vienna reproduce the Leiden Gazette62. 

It was a striking tribute to the reputation which the paper had by then acquired 

55. HATIN, Les gazettes, 45; R. HARRISON, 'The French Clandestine Press in Holland', The 
Library, V (1893) 309-322 (In effect a summary of Hatin). 
56. HARRISON, 'Clandestine Press', 312. In so far as a provincial press existed in France in the 
late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries it seems to have been provincial simply in the 
sense that it was printed in the provinces. The oldest French provincial paper, for example, La 
Gazette de Grenoble, was apparently simply a disguised reprinting of the Paris Gazette. See: 
J. PARÈS, L'aurore du journalisme a Toulon suivie d'un apercu de Vadministration et du budget d'un 
journal provincial (XVIIIe siècle) (Toulon, 1918) 14. This essay contains some useful material 
relating to the accounts of the Courrier d'Avignon. 
57. SAUTIJN KLUIT, Fransche Leidsche Courant, 76. 
58. HATTN, Les gazettes, 46. 
59. SAUTIJN KLUIT, Opmerkingen, 214. 

60. E.-H.-A. GAULLIEUR, Études sur la typographie genevoise du X Ve au XlXe siècle et sur les ori-
gines de l'imprimerie en Suisse (Geneva, 1885) 226-227. 
61. LE CHEV. DE THEUX DE MONTJARDIN, Bibliographie Liégeoise (2nd ed.; Bruges, 1885) item 
519. 
62. BELLANGER, Histoire générale, I, 285-289. 
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under the direction of Étienne Luzac of being the best informed newspaper in 
„Europe. But long before 1786 the superiority of Dutch newspapers in Europe had 
been convincingly acknowledged, and perhaps one of the most convincing illus-
trations of this fact was the founding at Potsdam in 1744 of the Observateur Hol-
landois, a paper which had nothing to do with Holland, but which attempted to in-
vestPrussian journalism with something of the reflected glory of Dutchjournalism63. 

It will be clear, therefore, that the French language newspapers published in the 
Dutch Republic soon came to command a widespread European audience which 
transcended confessional, national, and even linguistic boundaries6*. For their 
contents were not concealed even from those who could not read French. In 
Spain, for example, in the last quarter of the seventeenth century - that is during 
a period when it is often asserted that Spain was a closed society - Castilian 
editions of newspapers, printed, published, and translated in Amsterdam, were, it 
seems, both widely diffused and highly regarded65. In Italy too there circulated 
in the last quarter of the seventeenth century an Italian Courant similarly produced 
at Amsterdam, as well as, in the eighteenth century, the French language Utrecht 
and Amsterdam Courants66. 

European governments, it is true, commonly reviled Dutch newspapers - in 
truth they reviled all newspapers - for being scandalous and inaccurate, and news
papers of the day, it is also true, were commonly both. To list the complaints of 
European governments, even on the basis of the present very inadequate docu-
mentation, is, indeed, to compile a gazeteer of Europe. In the course of the late 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries diplomatic representations prompted by 
some matter appearing in a Dutch newspaper were made - and often made more 
than once - by the courts of England, France, Spain, Denmark, Sweden, Prussia, 
Poland-Saxony, and Russia, by the Crown-prince of Hesse-Darmstadt, the Elector 
Palatine, the Elector of Cologne, the Papacy, the Grand Master of the Order of 
Malta, and the cities of Lubeck, Schaffhausen, and Nuremberg, the last expressing 

63. BASCHWITZ, De krant, 67. 
64. According to Luzac, in 1741, the Leiden Gazette 'sold in all European countries'. See: 
SAUTUN KLUIT, Fransche Leidsche Courant, 39. For corroboration of the ubiquity of Dutch news
papers, see: HATIN, Les gazettes, 50. 
65. VARELA HERVIAS, Gazeta Nueva, xxviii, lxviii; J. BLASCO IJAZO, Historia de la prensa Zarago-
zana 1683-1947 (2nd ed.; Zaragoza, 1947) 19; A. PALAU Y DULCET, Manual del librero Hispano 
Americano, VI (Barcelona, 1953) 9; M. M. KLEERKOOPER AND W. P. VAN STOCKUM, De boek
handel te Amsterdam voornamelijk in de 17e eeuw. Biographische en geschiedkundige aanteekenin-
gen (2 vols; The Hague, 1914-1916) II, 1455; M. ROEST M Z . , 'Een Spaansche Amsterdamsche 
Courant', Onze eeuw (1871) 460-461, which gives a few details on the format of the weekly Gaceta 
de Amsterdam, as it appeared in 1678. 
66. HAVERSMIT, De courant, 41 ; SAUTUN KLUIT, Hollandsche en Fransche Utrechtsche couranten, 
54; W. P. SAUTUN KLUIT, 'De Spaansche en Italiaansche Amsterdamsche Couranten', Onze 
eeuw (1871) 527-528; FATTORELLO, 11 giornalismo, II, 327.1 should like to thank dr. D. J. Roorda 
for providing me with a photo-copy of the notes by Roest Mz. and Sautijn Kluit. 
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indignation at the threat to its tourist trade and economie welfare created by a 
report that a particularly foul pestilence was about to descend upon the city67. 
Whether the complaints of governments or of diplomats may be taken to indicate 
the extent to which Dutch newspapers circulated amongst the reading public of 
Europe is not easy to determine; they could simply indicate the assiduity with 
which foreign diplomats at The Hague and elsewhere scanned Dutch newspapers, 
and subsequently informed their governments of their contents. Even so, however, 
the complaints are a valuable pointer to the circulation of Dutch newspapers 
amongst the governments of Europe and of their indispensability to diplomats, 
and they also provide some measure of the importance which contemporary 
governments set upon them, for there would seem to be little point in protesting at 
what was unread or disregarded. 
Nor is it easy, in this regard, always to reconcile the public denigration of news

papers by governments with their private efforts to control their contents and to 
ingratiate themselves with their compilers. In 1775, for instance, Baron von Thule-
meyer, the Prussian minister at The Hague, approached Étienne Luzac with a 

67. For England, see: W. P. SAUTUN KLUIT in: De Rotterdamsche Courant, 16 (1667), De 's-
Gravenhaagsche Courant (Amsterdam, 1875) 32-33 (1737), Hollandsche en Fransche Utrechtsche 
couranten, 52 (1755 - a complaint that the paper had published a letter from the Secretary of 
State to the Governor of Gibraltar which had alerted France to Britain's decision to allow no 
Algerian warships to use Gibraltar's harbour), Fransche Leidsche Courant, 74 (1779). For France 
see: SAUTUN KLUIT, Bijdrage, 19 (1679), Hollandsche en Fransche Utrechtsche couranten, 58 (1756), 
65-66 (1762), 67 (1771). For Spain see: HATIN, Les gazettes, 99 (1734); SAUTUN KLUIT, Holland
sche en Fransche Utrechtsche couranten, 51 (1755), 64 (1759), 65 (1761). For Denmark, see: 
SAUTUN KLUIT, De Fransche Leidsche Courant, 22 (1728), 57-59, De Hollandsche en Fransche 
Utrechtsche couranten, 70 (1779). For Sweden, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, De Haarlemse Courant (Am
sterdam, 1873) 24-25 (1681). ForPrussia, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, De Hollandsche Leidsche Courant 
(Amsterdam, 1870) 48-52 (1744). For Poland-Saxony, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, Fransche Leidsche 
Courant, ll-l'i, 38 (1741), 61 (1774). For Russia, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, Haarlemsche Courant, 22 
(1680), Hollandsche en Fransche Utrechtsche couranten, 16 (1682), 39, Hollandsche Leidsche 
Courant, 16 (1718), 28 (1720); HATIN, Les gazettes, 97-98 (1722), 99 (1730), 100 (1745). For Hesse 
Darmstadt, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, Fransche Leidsche Courant, 24 (1736). For the Elector Palatine, 
see: Ibidem, 15 (1685). For the Elector of Cologne, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, Hollandsche en Fransche 
Utrechtsche couranten, 15. For the Papacy, see: Ibidem, 69 (1773). For Malta, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, 
Fransche Leidsche Courant, 66 (1774). For Lübeck, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, Hollandsche en Fransche 
Utrechtsche couranten, 16. For Schaffhausen, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, 's-Gravenhaagsche Courant, 
56 (1757). For Nüremberg, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, Haarlemsche Courant, 31 (1713). At certain times, 
certain Dutch papers were forbidden entry into the Austrian Netherlands, see: J. T. BODEL 
NYENHUIS, De wetgeving op drukpers en boekhandel in de Nederlanden tot in het begin der XlXe 
eeuw. Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis van den Nederlandschen boekhandel, IV (Amsterdam, 1893) 
199-200. In these, as in most of the occasions of complaint recorded above, the precise nature of 
the alleged offence is not recorded, though it could probably be discovered in a good many cases 
and would be useful to know. In some cases diplomats sought not to make complaints, but to 
find out the source of a particular item of information. For examples, see: SAUTUN KLUIT, 
Opmerkingen, 220, Hollandsche en Fransche Utrechtsche couranten, 18-19. 
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request not to mention in his paper Prussia's interest in Danzig and Thorn 68. The 
foUowing year Thulemeyer protested at the inclusion in the Leiden Gazette of a 
report on the second mission of Prince Henry of Prussia to St. Petersburg, which 
asserted - not unfairly69 - that he had not been able to fulfil entirely the objects 
of his mission. To the Baron this was 'une insolence inconcevable', and deserved 
to be punished by the suspension of the paper for six weeks, as 

Ie seul moyen d'en imposer pour 1'avenir a eet homme, qui dans son reduit, se croit 
autorisé a décider en dernier ressort des interets [des Puissances les plus respectables 
de 1'Europe, autant que de leurs desseins, et de leurs liaisons politiques70. 

Luzac must have become accustomed eventually to being alternately courted and 
cursed. In 1770 he was awarded a medal by the king of Poland for his reportage 
of Polis h affairs; in 1774 his paper was ordered by the Polish Diet to be burnt by 
the common hangman in the four quarters of the city of Warsaw71. At least he 
could have found consolation in the fact that whatever form attention took, he 
could never be ignored. 
Luzac, it is true, was a journalist of quite exceptional stature in his day, and the 

incidents admittedly relate to a period of marked advance in the development of 
national and relatively independent newspapers in Europe, at least in the wealthier 
and better educated parts of Europe. But the pressures he experienced, and the 
problems his activities posed for European governments were far from being new 
in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. From their beginnings newspapers, 
especially Dutch newspapers, had been not only reviled, but feared, and often 
highly prized for the information they purveyed, and not least by governments. 
Even a ruler with as well-organised an intelligence service - by the standards of 
the day - as Louis XIV found newspapers, that is Dutch newspapers, a useful 
supplement, sometimes an unwelcome corrective, to information conveyed by the 
usual diplomatic channels 72. At times, even for the great powers, even in matters 
of immediate concern to their fundamental interests, the earliest intimation of 
important events might come, not from their own diplomats on the spot, but from 
Dutch newspapers. In 1729, for example, the Habsburg government of Charles VI 
received its first notice of the conclusion of the Treaty of Seville, which formally 

68. SAUTUN KLUIT, Fransche Leidsche Courant, 68-69. 
69. For Prince Henry's mission, see: R. STUPPERICH, 'Die Zweite Reise des Prinzen Heinrich 
von Prussien nach Petersburg', Jahrbücher für die Geschichle Osteuropas, III (1938) 580-600. 
70. SAUTUN KLUIT, Fransche Leidsche Courant, 68. 
71. Ibidem, 54-55,61. 
72. WEILL, Journal, 58; Duc DE SAINT SIMON, Mémoires, A. DE BOISLISLE, ed. (41 vols; Paris, 
1879-1928) I, lvii. The papers, it seems, were usually read to him in the hour before supper. See: 
J. C. RULE, 'Louis XIV. Roi-bureaucrate', in: J. C. RULE, ed., Louis XIVand the Craft of Kingship 
(Ohio: University Press, 1969) 54. 
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destroyed the Habsburg alliance with Spain cemented at Vienna in 1725, from 
Dutch newspapers 73. 
If such services could be provided by newspapers for the established great powers, 

then it is clear that for the smaller European powers, less well-equipped to secure 
intelligence via their own diplomatic agents, newspapers must have constituted for 
some areas of Europe a substitute for the normal diplomatic or commercial 
representation. Such was undoubtedly the case in Genoa, in Savoy, and in the 
Prussia of Frederick William I who, indeed, made a regular practice of placing 
Dutch newspapers upon the Table of his 'Tobacco parliament' for the perusal of 
his ministers 74. The same need to be informed also exercised the foreign ministries 
of emergent great powers. In the late years of the seventeenth and the early years 
of the eighteenth century, for example, down to 1718, when it became the College 
of Foreign Affairs, the Posolskii Prikaz (the Department of Embassies) in Russia 
appears to have taken in at least seven newspapers published in the Dutch republic, 
and also employed in scanning foreign newspapers what is alleged to have been 
the largest body of translators of any foreign ministry in Europe at the time 75. 
Of course, as the Thulemeyer incident in 1776 illustrates, not all the information 

purveyed in Dutch newspapers was welcome to governments. Much of the vili-
fication of Dutch newspapers, indeed, many of the diplomatic representations, 
arose precisely because of disclosures of information concerning current diplo
matic negotiations held by the powers concerned to have caused serious embarrass-
ment to the normal diplomatic processes. One such type of disclosure was that 
made deliberately by a government in an effort to influence the course of a par-
ticular negotiation. A good illustration is provided by an episode in Anglo-Dutch 
relations in 1713, and concerns the disclosure of certain information by the Dutch 
government to Dutch and English newspapers relating to the peace negotiations 
then being conducted for the Peace of Utrecht, and it constituted from the English 
point of view the climax to a succession of such leaks, the final and unendurable 
example of popular diplomacy. Let Bolingbroke describe the episode and his 
exasperation in his own words. 

73. W. P. SAUTDN KLUIT, Geschiedenis der Nederlandsche dagbladpers tot 1813. Bijdragen tot de 
geschiedenis van den Nederlandschen boekhandel, VII (Amsterdam, 1896) 135. 
74. For Genoa and Savoy, see: O. PASTINE, La Repubblica di Genova e Ie Gazzette (Genoa, 1923) 
67-68. For Prussia, see: SCHIERSE, Breslauer Zeitungswesen, 129. 
75. For the newspapers published in the Dutch Republic, see: A. VON FABRICIUS, 'Zur Geschich-
te des russischen Postwesens', Baltische Monatschrift, XII (Riga, 1865) 191-192; for reference to 
translators see: N. B. SHMURLO, 'Pyotr velikii b otsenke sovremennikov i potomstva', Zhurnal 
Ministerstva Narodnogo Prosveshcheniya, New Series, XXXVI (1911) 54-57. I should like to 
thank Dr. M. S. Anderson for drawing my attention to these articles and for supplying me with 
the details from Shmurlo, which I am unable to read. 
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The Flying Post of the 31 inst. which goes enclosed, will lett your Lordships see 
that the factious party here had communication as soon as the Queen of the Resolu-
tion of the States. 
Since I came thus far I have had The Flying Post of yesterday brought to me, which 

I send enclosed. In it your Lordships will see that severall articles of the project are 
printed, with a maliciousTranslation added to them. It is certain that the Copy did not 
come from me, and it is as certain that it could not be given by your Lordships and 
therefore it must have been communicated by the States, as other things have been 
before. This is such usage as the Queen can by no means submit to. If projects of 
solemn Treatys under debate, if papers of the highest consequence unsigned must be 
given out to be published in Libells and scandalous newspapers, these proceedings ' 
are not to be endured, and we must break off all correspondence with the Dutch 76. 

Not all the leakages of diplomatic information which appeared in Dutch news
papers were so deliberate, and so deliberately contrived as this. Frequently the 
Dutch were victims not manipulators, suffering rather than exploiting the existence 
of a free or relatively free press, with the States General and the provincial Estates 
registering their displeasure in words which often precisely echoed the sentiments 
expressed above by Bolingbroke77. A certain amount of what might be called 
natural leakage was inevitable, and came to be accepted as inevitable, in a country 
whose gazeteers made a habit of maintaining regular, direct correspondence with 
the personnel of Dutch embassies abroad 78. In 1704, indeed, the problem reached 
such a peak of vexation that the States General issued an order to all Dutch 
diplomats abroad requiring them to take an oath to promise and swear that they 
would not send any information to gazeteers or others, or correspond either 
directly or indirectly with such persons, or with other persons, about affairs of 
state without the knowledge and authority of those in whose service they were 
employed 79. The effort proved unavailing, and further prohibitions foliowed80. 
The fact that in the Dutch Republic itself the constitution gave to every province 
the right to ask for copies of nearly all secret documents81 exposed the conduct 
of Dutch foreign policy to an unusually large and uncomfortable degree of 
publicity. Furthermore, the fact that newspapers were ultimately the responsibility 

76. Bolingbroke to Lords Plenipotentaries, 7 January, 1712-1713 O.S.-British Museum, Add. 
Mss. 22206 (Strafford Papers) f. 106. 
77. Many examples are provided in SAUTIJN KLUIT, Geschiedenis, esp. 108, 126, 131, 135-136. 
78. Ibidem, 130, 132-134, 167-168. 
79. Ibidem, 130. 
80. Ibidem, 132-134,167-168. 
81. M. A. M. FRANKEN, Coenraad van Beuningeris politieke en diplomatieke aktiviteiten in de 
jaren 1667-1684 (Groningen, 1966) 24-25. For an example of the difBculty of keeping information 
out of Dutch newspapers once it had been communicated to the States General, see: G. VON 
ANTAL and J. C. H. DE PATER, ed., Weenschegezantschapsberichten van 1670 tot 1720 (2 vols; The 
Hague, 1920-1934) I, 217. 
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of the towns in which they were published meant that in the last resort the towns 
judged and punished offenders. 

Both the practice of publishing diplomatic documents, and the difficulties 
involved in curbing this licence in a republic of sovereign provinces and nearly 
sovereign towns, are succinctly illustrated in an incident which occurred in 1753 
when, it seems, that the Leiden, Hague, and Utrecht Courants carried word for 
word, only days after its signature, some articles of a treaty of commerce concluded 
between the King of the Two Sicilies and the United Provinces. The attention of 
the States General was drawn to the matter by the deputies of Friesland, and the 
States General instructed the deputies of Holland and Utrecht to pursue the 
matter, and bring the offenders to punishraent. By the time the matter had been 
raised in the provincial estates, however, the rest of the treaty had also been 
published82. Nor was it perhaps always a question of protection being provided 
by the natural, and sometimes exaggerated slowness of decision-making in the 
Dutch republic. In the course of time newspapers must have come to be regarded 
as valuable sources of municipal revenue, since they were licensed monopolies, 
allowed to operate only upon the payment of a substantial recognition fee, some
times used to finance the local poor-house83; and those who petitioned for these 
licences, it seems, came to include influential local notables 84 . In these circum-
stances newspapers must have become symbols of municipal pride as well as 
providers of municipal revenue, and for these reasons less susceptible to control 
from outside. Furthermore, to the protection provided by the particularisms of the 
Dutch republic had to be added at times a defensive wall of technicalities construct-
ed by the ingenuity of journalists. When in 1691 the States of Holland ordered 
that no French Courants were to be printed or sold in the province, a prohibition 
that was shortly after extended to the whole republic, journalists countered by 
offering publications described as French translations of Dutch Courants85. In 
the last resort the inability to maintain secrecy, or at any rate the extreme difficulty 
frequently experienced in conducting foreign policy secretly, was something the 
Dutch state had to live with. It was, in the laconic words of the deputies of Amster
dam in 1682 - 'een foiblesse in de regeringh, daer mede de Republicq was ge-

82. SAUTIJN KLUIT, Hollandsche Leidsche Courant, 53. 
83. CouvÉE,'Administration', 92 (a fee of 2500 f p.a. paid by the Oprechte Haarlemse Courant); 
BODEL NYENHUIS, Wetgeving, 138 f. 3 (a fee of 1000 f, later stepped up to 2000 f, paid by the 
Leeuwarder Friesche Courant). In 1772 the Leiden Gazet te paid a recognition fee of 8825 f, see: 
I. H. VAN EEGHEN, 'De Amsterdamsche Courant in de achttiende eeuw', Jaarboek van het Ge
nootschap Amstelodamum, XLIV (Amsterdam, 1950) 48. The need to acquire a licence in order to 
publish a paper seems to have been given a legal basis in the province of Holland by a placaat of 9 
December 1702. This formalised an already existing practice. See: Ibidem. 
84. lbidem,T>\. 
85. SAUTIJN KLUIT, Fransche Leidsche Courant, 17-18. 
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boren'8 6 . It was also something other states had to live with. Their pressures 
might succeed in prevailing upon the authorities in the republic to take action 
from time to time against particular gazeteers, but the relief obtained always 
proved short-lived. The Dutch, remarked Pomponne, the French ambassador at 
The Hague in 1670, on the occasion of an official French representation to the 
States General against the licence of certain Amsterdam newspapers, would give 
up almost anything rather than give up their gazettes 'qui font 1'entretient des 
chariots et des bateaux'87. 

It is clear, therefore, that for a variety of reasons Dutch newspapers were com-
pulsory reading for the governments of Europe in the late seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, for their officials at home, for their diplomats abroad, and 
also apparently for those who entertained pretensions to employment in high 
offices of state88. But the audience for newspapers was not confined to govern
ments and their higher officials. To merchants also they provided a valuable 
service in noting the movements of ships and of fleets, and in describing the con-
ditions of countries with which they traded. To English M.P.'s during the parlia-
mentary recess they constituted a vital means of keeping abreast with current 
events, especially events relating to foreign policy, and, whilst parliament was 
sitting, they often anticipated or supplemented information provided by the crown 
and its ministers89. 

But newspapers also contributed powerfully to the new vogue for contemporary 
history characteristic of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Indeed, 
it is difficult to see how contemporary history could have been written without 
the existence of newspapers. In this connection it is worth noting that The London 
Magazine in 1733 promulgated a kind of thirty day rule. News, it claimed, was 

the return of intelligence by the posts. But all transactions ofa month's standing, are, 
long within that time recorded in the Secretary of State's Office, then, by the Law of 
Nations, become Memorials and all future Recitals of them, fall under the proper, 
and only, Denomination of HISTORY 90. 

86. FRANKEN, Coenraad van Beuningen, 25. For four pistoles, complained the abbé Dubois in 
1716, you could acquire any diplomatic secret in Holland. See: H. LECLERCQ, Histoire de la 
Régence (3 vols; Paris, 1922) I, 370. 
87. MARTIN, Livre, II, 896. 
88. On the reading of Dutch newspapers as part of the training of would-be statesmen, see the 
instructions for the education of Frederick William I's principal minister, Frederick William von 
Grumbkow, quoted in G. OESTREICH, 'Politischer Neustoizismus und Niederlandische Bewegung 
in Europa und besonders in Brandenburg-Preussen', Bijdragen en Mededelingen van het Historisch 
Genootschap, LXXIX (1965) 70. And also the advice given by the Encyclopédie as quoted in: 
BELLANGER, e.a., Histoire générale, I, 167. 
89. DE BEER.'The English Newspapers', 127; G. C. GiBBS.'Newspapers, Parliament and ForeignPol-
icy in the Age of Stanhope and Walpole', Mélanges offerts a G.Jacquemyns (Brussels, 1968) 306-315. 
90. R. M. WILES, Serial Publications in England before 1750 (Cambridge, 1957) 58. 
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A number of contemporary works passed for history under that ruling, often 
written - not surprisingly - by journalists making use of their access to the raw 
materials of contemporary history, and their experience in handling them. 

The late Professor Mark A. Thomson had some perceptive remarks to make 
about this new interest in contemporary history in the context of early eighteenth-
century English history, and cited a couple of its early English practitioners91. 
But of course the phenomenon was European, not simply English. I cite four 
examples, not just to make the general point, but to make the particular point 
about the connection between newspapers and contemporary history. The first 
three are taken from the United Provinces - all of them concern first or second-
generation Huguenots - and the fourth is taken from France. 
Henri Philippe de Limiers was born in the United Provinces of French Huguenot 

parents who had fled from France for religious reasons during the reign of Louis 
XIV. He wrote in 1717 a seven part Histoire du règne de Louis XIV, based, it was 
alleged by contemporary journalists, almost entirely upon newspapers: 'M. Li
miers pille les gazettes, et, nous autres gazetiers, nous nous pillons les uns et les 
autres; c'est la mode 92 ' . Whether or not the allegation is true I am not in a position 
to judge, but certainly the work could not have been based on much else if, as de 
Limiers himself claimed, the seven parts took only seven months to write up 9 3 . 
His own claim at least rings true, for de Limiers was anything but a constipated 
scholar. Equally true the time was well spent. The work was reprinted within a 
year in a revised, corrected, and much enlarged edition, and was reprinted again in 
1719 and 1720; and it presumably counted as one of the services to contemporary 
history to which the town of Utrecht referred in 1724 when granting him the 
exclusive right of printing and publishing a Dutch and a French Utrecht Courant. 
By that time, however, he had also under his belt a history of Sweden during the 
reign of Charles XII (1721), a history of the Institut des Sciences et des Arts de 
Boulogne (1723), and the Annales de la Monarchie Francaise, in three parts (1724). 
Nor was that all; at his death in 1728 he left in manuscript a six part history of his 
owntimes94. 

De Limiers' predecessor as compiler and publisher of the Utrecht Courant was 
another Huguenot journalist who turned contemporary historian, Francois 
Michel Janicon. Janicon was bom near Bordeaux in 1674, the eldest son of Fran
cois Janicon, a lawyer and deputy-general of the reformed churches in Guyenne. 
He fled from France at the age of nine and, after spending five years at Maestricht 

91. M. A. THOMSON, Some Developments in English Historiography during the Eighteenth Cen-
tury. An Inaugural Lecture delivered at University College, London (1957) 6. 
92. SAUTDN KLUIT, Hollandsche en Fransche Utrechtsche Couranten, 34-35. 
93. Ibidem, 35. 
94. Ibidem, 34. 
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studying, found a refuge and eventually a permanent home in the United Pro-
vinces, where his uncle, Michel Janicon, a former Huguenot pastor at Blois, who 
had fled from France upon the revocation of the edict of Nantes, was a Walloon 
preacher at Utrecht. His uncle took him under his wing, and assisted his further 
education at the university of Utrecht. In 1692 he joined one of William III's 
French regiments, rising to the rank of aide-major in the regiment of de la Melon-
nière, and in 1699 saw service with his regiment in Ireland. Whilst in Ireland he is 
said to have studied at the university at Dublin, allegedly at the prompting, 
amongst others, of Dean Swift. Poverty, however, cut short his studies and forced 
him, as it forced other poverty-striken Huguenot refugees at the time, to accept 
a couple of tutorships to the children of unknown Irish families. He returned to 
the Dutch Republic in 1705 to inherit the estate of his uncle who had died in that 
year. Like many of his compatriots his aptitudes and experiences had made him 
a fluent linguist; he acquired a knowledge of Greek, Latin, Italian, Spanish, and 
Dutch, as well as his native French. As a fluent linguist he was well-equipped to 
be a journalist, since a capacity to translate was an essential qualification for 
being a journalist at the time. He worked as a journalist first for the Rotterdam 
Courant, and was then invited by the magistracy of Utrecht to direct its news-
papers. He remained at Utrecht with his wife and two daughters until he feil out 
with the city's authorities over some piece which he had apparently unwittingly 
published. He then became agent at The Hague for Charles, Landgrave of Hesse, 
and in honour of his patron, and to repay the debt he feit he owed to the Dutch 
Republic for having provided, as he said, '1'azile d'une multitude innombrable de 
Reformez', he produced in 1729 and 1730 a scholarly and still valuable account 
of the government and institutions of the republic, its provinces, and the generality 
lands, entitled, Étatprésent de la République des Provinces-Unies, the third volume 
of which was apparently nearly complete at his death in 173095. 
A more substantial and a more celebrated Huguenot journalist-historian was 

Rousset de Missy. Born at Laon in 1686 - the year of the founding of the Mercure 
historique et politique, the highly influential monthly political periodical which he 
was later in his life to control for over twenty years -, Rousset was the son of 
indomitably protestant parents, who suffered persecution and, in the case of his 

95. The fullest accounts of his life that I have come across are to be found in: A. DE CAMUZAT, 
ed., Lettres sérieuses et badines sur les ouvrages des savants et sur d'autres matières (lst ed. The 
Hague, 1730,2nd ed. The Hague, 1740) I (1740) 62-64, II (1730) 267-275. [The latter is an obituary 
notice.] For fragments, however, see: SAUTIJN KLUIT, Hollandsche en Fransche Utrechtsche Cou
ranten, 26-31 and E. HAAG, La France protestante, XI (Paris, 1860) 29-30. Janicon is also credited 
with having introduced Steele into France, see: HAASE, Einführung, 404. [The work in question 
was the Lady's Library, see: KOENEN, Geschiedenis, 250.] The quotation comes from État présent, 
I, 4 (Epitre). 
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mother, posthumous execution for their steadfastness to their religion96. At the 
age of eighteen he fled to the United Provinces and joined the Dutch army, seeing 
action at Malplaquet, after which he left the service to establish a school for young 
nobles at The Hague. Tn 1724 he found his métier as a journalist and contemporary 
historian. In that year appeared his Histoire d'Alberoni. lts success enabled him to 
renounce school teaching, and may have contributed to his appointment as 
compiler of the Mercure historique et politique, in which he was able to continue 
his fight against France, and French religious intolerance97, until his dismissal in 
1749 for an attack upon the French king, Louis XV98. Tt was soon after his first 
association with the Mercure historique, that he began, at the suggestion of Fagel 
and Slingelandt", his Recueil historique d'Actes, Négotiations, Mémoires, et 
Traites, a still invaluable collection of treaties and other acts of state covering the 
period 1714 to 1748, designed not only as a service to future historians, but also 
to the contemporary eighteenth century public, which Rousset held had a right -
c'est une Loi de 1'État - to be instructed about decisions made in their name100. 
The Recueil, one of more than twenty works of contemporary history which he 
wrote, and which contributed to the view that he could write more easily than 
most people could spit101, began in 1728 and ended in 1748, more or less, therefore, 
the period of his association with the Mercure historique, and the one, it is clear, 
must have fed the other, and both fed upon contemporary newspapers102. 

Certainly contemporary history and contemporary journalism went hand in 
hand in the case of Donneau de Visé, the founder of the Mercure Galant, one of 
the earliest of the monthly periodicals and the longest surviving French periodical 
of the ancien régime. De Visé's Mémoirespour servir d Vhistoire de Louis Ie Grand, 
which appeared between 1697 and 1703, was, it has been alleged by his French 
biographer, a work of sustained self-plagiarism, culled entirely from past Mer-
cures103. 

96. For a useful sketch of his life and activities, see: Nouvelle Biographie Générale, XLII (Paris, 
1863) col. 780-783, and also J. G. DROYSEN, Geschichte der Preussischen Politik (5 vols; Berlin, 
1855-1876) IV, iv, 12-16, which adds some details on Rousset's relations with Prussian ministers 
and his fall from grace for attacks on Prussia during the first Silesian War in the Mercure. For 
details about his parents, see: ROUSSET [DE MISSY], Recueil historique d'actes, nêgociations, 
mémoires et traitez depuis la Paix d'Utrecht jusqu'd présent (21 vols, The Hague, 1728-1754) XI, 4 
(Avertissement). 
97. HATIN, Les gazettes, 176-178. 
98. SAUTTJN KLUIT, Opmerkingen, 224-225. 
99. ROUSSET, Recueil, XIX, 2-3 (Epitre). 
100. Ibidem, IV, 3 (Avertissement). 
101. M. BRUYS, Mémoires historiques, critiques et littéraires (2 vols; Paris, 1751) I, 155. 
102. ROUSSET, Recueil, XII, 4-5 (Avertissement); BRUYS, Mémoires, I, 155, 157. 
103. P. MELÈSE. Un homme de lettres au temps du grand roi. Donneau de Visé. Fondateur du 
Mercure Galant (Paris, 1936) 135. For some perceptive remarks on the importance of the journal 
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In France, therefore, as well as in England and the United Provinces, the taste 
for contemporary history, and its practice by contemporary journalists, was 
clearly well established by the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, so 
well established that even professional academies seem to have shown at times a 
quite unprofessional sympathy towards it. One professor at least, at the university 
of Halle, offered at the end of the seventeenth century a course of lectures based 
on extracts from contemporary newspapers104. But then Halle at the time was a 
new university. 

It may be argued then that newspapers, even where they were not indigenous 
newspapers, were probably accessible to most business, professional, and public 
men, at least in Western and Central Europe, by the early eighteenth century, 
and that their accessibility was not confined always to these groups. In England 
during the first decades of the eighteenth century the reading habit had become, in 
the estimation of the Grub Street Journal in 1734, a 'national insania', corrupting 
the nation's morals and its economie welfare105, and the newspaper habit, accord-
ing to a succession of European visitors to England in the years after the peace of 
Utrecht, had extended to - and in the estimation of governments had infected -, 
all ranks of society, even the lowest ranks of society106. Nor was the popular 
infection apparently confined to England at the time. In 1676 appeared, very 
appropriately in Latin, what is claimed to have been the first scholarly published 
work on the use and misuse of newspapers, written by the German jurist, 
Ahasverus Fritsch[ius], complaining that the taste for newspapers had seized all 
groups in society, even peasants who picked it up on visits to the towns, or read 
out newspapers to their illiterate friends in their own villages107. The story sounds 
like a case of over-reaction by the establishment, though even if it is, it remains a 
fact of some historical importance. But it may at least be argued - it has been 
argued108 - that the reading of newspapers was common among literate skilied 
craftsmen at the beginning of the eighteenth century, and the degree of literacy 
among skilled craftsmen, especially among cobblers - members in Professor Le 

as an historical document illustrative of the intellectual life of the period, see: D. MORNET, 
'Comment étudier les écrivains ou les ouvrages de troisième ou quatrième ordre (Le Mercure 
Galant de 1672 a 1700)', Romanic Review, XXVIII (1964) 204-216. For further details on the 
vogue for contemporary history in France, see: MARTIN, Livre, n, 844-847. 
104. E. CONSENTIUS, Die Berliner Zeitungen bis zur Regierung Friedrichs des Grossen (Berlin, 
1904)47. 
105. R. M. WILES, 'Middle-Class Literacy in Eighteenth-Century England: Fresh Evidence', in: 
R. F. BRISSENDEN, ed., Studies in the Eighteenth Century (Canberra: Australian National Uni
versity Press, 1968) 51-52. 
106. GIBBS, 'Newspapers', 296, with references there. 
107. Quoted in: BASCHWITZ, De krant, 57-58. For a sketch of the life of Fritsch [ius], see: 
Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, VIII (Leipzig, 1878) 108-109. 
108. CONSENTIUS, Berliner Zeitungen, 47. 
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Roy Ladurie's graphic phrase, of the eternal sansculotterie of history109 - is a 
phenomenon to which historians are paying increasing attention, and which would 
make a fascinating full-length study110. 
One specific case of popular interest in contemporary affairs in Europe in the 

late seventeenth century has come my way. In the same way that the English 
diarist, John Evelyn, made a practice of copying extracts from contemporary 
newspapers into his diary111, and at about the same time, a much less celebrated 
diarist, a textile worker at Lille - a town which admittedly boasted a remarkably 
long tradition of free education. as well as from 1645 a Jesuit college, and which 
was also situated in an area of France, and of Europe, noted since early modern 
times, and throughout the ancien regime, for the relative superiority of its edu
cational provision112 - a certain Pierre Chavatte, was also busy transcribing into 
his diary extracts from current ephemeral publications - separates and canards -, 
and keeping in touch by means of 'lettres du passant', with the siege of Vienna and 
the war against the Turk113, an episode which undoubtedly constituted one of 
the great inspirational forces behind the remarkable upsurge of European journal-
ism in the closing decades of the seventeenth century. 
Newspapers, however, by their very nature, because they appeared frequently, 

were somewhat undiscriminating in the information they published. For those 

109. For the phrase, see: E. LE ROY LADURIE, Lespaysans de Languedoc (Paris, 1966) 342, but 
the whole chapter, 'Chemins de 1'écriture', 333-356 is a very valuable discussion of early popular 
literacy. For an English instance, referring to the literacy and judgment of cobblers, see: the 1731 
edition of The Craftsman, VIII, 30 oct. (1731) 189. 'I would ask this writer, for instance, whether he 
doth not think that a cobbler, or a porter, is able to comprehend the bad consequences of too 
close a conjunction with France...?'. For the literacy of cobblers in the Dutch Republic in the 
seventeenth century, see the reference in BOXER, Dutch Seaborne Empire, 155 and his comments on 
page 157. 
110. Nearly 20% of students at the Jesuit college at Chalons-sur-Marne between 1678 and 
1690 were sons of artisans, see: F. DE DAINVTLLE, 'Colleges et fréquentation scolaire au XVIIe 
siècle', Population (1957) iii, 478. For a general and perceptive statement of the question, drawing 
attention to some of the areas of historical ignorance, see: P. GOUBERT, VAncien Régime, I, La 
Société (Paris, 1969) 244-257. 
111. E. S. DE BEER, ed., The Diary of John Evelyn (6 vols; Oxford, 1955) I, 83. 
112. For educational facilities at Lille, see: E. ALLAIN, L'instruction primaire avant la Révolution 
(Paris, 1876), 25, 42 and DE DAINVILLE, 'Colleges', 477 (reference to the Jesuit college); for re
ference to the educational map of the diffusion of elementary education in France under the an
cien régime, and to the existence in the north and east of France of a zone of greater elementary 
educational provision, see: M. FLEURY and P. VALMARY, 'Les progrès de l'instruction élémentaire 
de Louis XIV a Napoléon III d'après 1'enquête de Louis Maggiolo(1877-1879)', Population (1957) 
i, 89. It was in the northern half of France - Normandy, Picardy, Champagne and French Flan-
ders - that printers were most numerous in the last quarter of the seventeenth century. See: 
MARTIN, Livre, I, 319. 
113. BELLANGER, e.a., Histoiregénérale, 1,114 - quoting A. LOTTIN, Vie et mentalité d'un Lillois 
sous Louis .MT (Lille, 1968) 34-35, 272. 
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who wanted their news sifted and ordered, and available for subsequent reference, 
there was the political periodical, usually a monthly publication, devoted largely, 
usually exclusively, to a resumé of contemporary events. And whatever happens 
in the long run to the present claim of the United Provinces to be considered the 
birth-place of the modern European newspaper, there would seem to be no dis-
puting its claim to be considered the birth-place of the monthly political periodical, 
which achieved in the last decades of the seventeenth century what was to prove 
to be an essential and enduring place in the intellectual life of Europe. 

Regrettably, little is known in detail, or even in some cases in general outline, of 
the history of these early monthly political periodicals114; certainly less than 
might be discovered from a systematic study of the periodicals themselves, and, 
in the case of periodicals published in the Dutch republic, from a search in the 
vast, largely unexplored, largely unchartered treasure trove of Dutch notarial 
and municipal archives. The editors and proprietors of these periodicals remain at 
the moment shadowy, at times almost invisible figures. On such questions as the 
sources from which the periodicals acquired their information, the means by 
which they acquired it, the accuracy, function, character, and impact of their news, 
the audience to which they were addressed, and which read them, we remain 
uninformed and ill-informed. The gap is a serious one, because the monthly 
political periodical not only reflected and fostered that growing spirit of cosmo-
politanism, which has become increasingly recognised by historians as one of the 
distinctive characteristics of European civilisation in the age of Louis XIV115 , 
but embodied that spirit in a particularly clear, compact, and influential form. 
Nevertheless, even in the present state of ignorance, certain general statements 
can be made. 

The genre flourished in the United Provinces in the years after 1685 and owed 
much of its inspiration and early success to the efforts of Huguenot refugees who 
settled in the United Provinces shortly before and after the Revocation of the 
Edict of Nantes116. Its popularity was instantaneous, long-lasting, and widespread. 
Addressed in the first place specifically at ministers of state, ambassadors, deputies 

114. For the emergence and early history of Dutch political periodicals, see: E. HATIN, His-
toire politique et littéraire de la presse en France (8 vols; Paris, 1859-1861) III, 298-308; HATIN, 
Les gazettes, 104-181; REESINK, VAngleterre, 60-62. There is a study of the early history of the 
Mercure historique et politique up to c. 1700 in: H. RUNGE, Courtilz de Sandras und die Anfange 
des Mercure historique et politique (Berlin, 1887), but I know of no study of its great mal, Lettres 
historiques, nor of the contemporaneous Europische Mercurius. 
115. See the perceptive remarks in R. HATTON, Europe in the Age of Louis A7K(London, 1969) 7 
and the discussion on 9-34. 
116. CH. WEISS, Histoire des réfugiés de France depuis la revocation de l'édit de Nantes jusqu'd 
nos jours (2 vols; Paris, 1853) II, 118; E. LACOSTE, Bayle, nouvelliste et critique (Brussels, 1929) 
53-54; BRUNOT, Histoire, V, 265-267; HAASE, Einführung, 404-405, 412, 415. 
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of national and provincial assemblies, and merchants117, the political periodicals 
soon acquired a wider public. Scholars desired them and in Germany they often 
compiled them118. There was, indeed, a European public willing to buy them. In 
Germany, at least in northern, central and protestant Germany, many imitations 
appeared, concentrated for the most part - until the middle of the eighteenth 
century - in the great university towns and centres of the European book trade, 
like Leipzig, Frankfurt, Halle and Jena, and spreading thereafter rapidly all 
over Germany, and constituting, it has been estimated, one third of all German 
periodical publications in the period c. 1670-1730119. Periodicals published in the 
Dutch republic, however, enjoyed from the beginning, and long continued to enjoy, 
a specially revered position. In England, and in Ireland, periodicals existed which 
were mere compilations drawn from Dutch originals120. In Spain and Italy, where 
indigenous political journalism was slow to take root and develop, the Dutch 
periodical had no rivals during the first half of the eighteenth century. An Italian 
translation of the Dutch Mercure historique et politique, for example, appeared in 
Venice from 1718 onwards, a Spanish translation in Madrid from 1738 onwards, 
modified to meet the requirement of Spanish censorship and, as the century 
progressed, modified also to include news from other sources121. In that modified 
form it seems to have been regularly dispatched to Spanish America around the 
middle of the eighteenth century - some 60 copies per month -, and in Spain itself 
possessed about 1000 subscribers, drawn predominantly from rural areas, and 
consisting largely of the secular clergy, but also including a sprinkling of officials 
and nobles122. Even in Germany, where competitors existed, the supremacy of 
Dutch periodicals appears to have been unassailable, at least in the first half of the 

117. Europische Mercurius behelzende al het voornaamste '/ geen, zo omtrent de zaaken van 
Staat als Oorlog, in alle de Koningryken en Landen van Europa, en ook zelfs in verscheidene Ge
westen van d'anderen Deelen der Wereld, is voorgevallen (51 vols; Amsterdam, 1696-1739) XLI, 
Preface, ii. 
118. KIRCHNER, Zeitschriftenwesen, 32-34; CONSENTIUS, Berliner Zeitungen, 47-48; VAN EEGHEN, 
De Amsterdamsche Boekhandel, I, 138, 147. 
119. KIRCHNER, Zeitschriftenwesen, 37-38, 61, 66, 72. 
120. For example, The Present State ofEurope or, the Historical and Political Monthly Mercury, 
giving an account of all the publiek and private occurrences, Civil, Ecclesiastical, and Military, that 
are most considerable in every court. The Interest of Princes, their pretensions, and intrigues, etc. 
To be continued monthly from originals published at The Hague etc. by the Authority of the States 
of Holland and Count of Friesland. London. Printed for Henry Rhodes 1688-1730. (This work is 
catalogued under two different titles in the British Museum; The Present State of Europe, for 
which there is a run from 1688-1716 and for 1721-2, and The Monthly Mercury, for which there 
is a complete run from 1688 to 1730); The Present State of Europe, from January to December 
1693. Reprinted in Dublin, 1693. 
121. FATTORELLO, Giornalismo, I, 139; L. M. ENCISO RECIO, [Cuentas del"Mercurio" y la "Ga-
ceta"] La Gacetade Madridy el Mercurio Historico y Politico, 1756-1781. Estudios y Documentos 
II (Valladolid, 1957) 35-44. 
122. Ibidem, 75-83. 
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eighteenth century. In Prussia, for example, the import of Dutch periodicals, 
especially Lettres historiques, created such problems for the Prussian postal 
services that in 1701, and again in 1712, the government was obliged to prohibit 
their carriage by courier post123 . Also money was to be made out of them. When, 
for example, in 1715 Louis and Henry van Dole purchased the copyright of the 
Mercure historique et politique, they paid 40,000 florins, say £ 10,000 for the 
privilege'24. Moreover, even when its popularity was on the wane, as it seems to 
have been by or during the 1760's, when the copyright was sold for half the price 
it had brought in 1715, its influence continued, even beyond the life-span of the 
journal. Its view of the first Silesian War, for example, is held to have dominated 
the subsequent historiography of the war until the publication in 1788 of Frederick 
the Great's Histoire de mon temps126. 

By 1788, however, the Mercure had been dead for a decade; its rival, Lettres Histori
ques, had died some forty years earlier. It was, if not a sign of the times, at least 
a straw in the wind. Just as Dutch economie decline in the eighteenth century was 
associated with the passing of a particular set of European conditions which had 
enabled the republic to achieve economie ascendancy in the previous century, so 
too its decline as an intellectual entrepot, specifically its decline as a European 
news centre, may be associated with the growth of indigenous journalism elsewhere 
in Europe in the course of the eighteenth century, and especially during its second 
half. In both the economie and journalistic fields Britain was the immediate bene-
ficiary, and British newspapers came to enjoy in the nineteenth century the kind 
of primacy in European eyes enjoyed in the seventeenth century, and for much of 
the eighteenth century, by the Dutch Republic127. But the decline of the Dutch 
republic as an intellectual entrepot is part of another, larger story, that of Dutch 
cultural decline in the eighteenth century, which still awaits its historian128. 

123. CONSENTIUS, Berliner Zeitungen, 47, 67. 
124. E. F. KOSSMANN, De boekhandel te 's-Gravenhage tot het eind van de 18de eeuw. Bijdragen 
tot de geschiedenis van den Nederlandschen boekhandel, XIII (The Hague, 1937) 96-98. 
125. Ibidem, 348-349, 349-351. In 1770, seven years before its final demise, the periodical was 
sold again, this time for a mere 9140 florins. See: Ibidem, 10. 
126. J. G. DROYSEN, 'Die Zeitungen im ersten Jahrzehnt Friedrich des Grossen', Zeitschrift für 
Preussische Geschichte, XIII (Berlin, 1876) 3. 
127. WEILL, Le journal, 160-168,194-204,238-257 (fora goodgeneral account of the growingdo-
minance of the British press). 
128. An earlier version of this essay was read at Professor Swart's seminar in Dutch history at 
the Institute of Historical Research, London. I should like to thank Professor Swart for rus in-
vitation, for drawing my attention at once to a howler, and for some helpful comments which 
he made subsequently upon reading a revised version of the paper. I should also like to thank other 
members of the seminar for their forbearance, and Professor Ragnhild Hatton, who, with her 
usual helpfulness towards me, read an earlier version of the paper, and made some valuable com
ments. 
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Een Antwerpse Compagnie voor de 
levensmiddelenbevoorrading van het leger in de Nederlanden 
in de zestiende eeuw * 

H. SOLY 

De levensmiddelenbevoorrading van het leger was ongetwijfeld één der moeilijkste 
problemen waarmee de centrale regeringen in de moderne tijden hadden af te 
rekenen. In tegenstelling tot de relatief kleine schaal waarop de meeste oorlogen in 
de middeleeuwen werden gevoerd, telden de zestiende-eeuwse legers dikwijls reeds 
verscheidene tienduizenden manschappen, waardoor zij tot de grootste mensen
concentraties in Europa behoorden1. In een tijdperk waarin de voedselmarkt nog 
grotendeels regionaal was en het transport van grote voorraden reusachtige pro
blemen schiep, stelde de approviandering van dergelijke troepenmachten de re
geringen voor een bijna onoverkomelijke opgave. Al moesten de soldaten zelf 
hun voedsel kopen2, toch was het de taak van de legerleiding ervoor te zorgen dat 
steeds voldoende hoeveelheden voorhanden waren en dat de prijzen binnen het 
bereik der soldaten lagen. Meer dan eens ontbonden legers zich spontaan wanneer 
de manschappen niet tijdig konden bevoorraad worden3. 
In een land met een zo grote bevolkingsdichtheid als de Nederlanden, waar men 

in normale jaren reeds in belangrijke mate op graanimport was aangewezen, kon 
een klein produktietekort of een lichte daling van de invoer tot enorme prijsstij
gingen en graancrisissen aanleiding geven4. In die omstandigheden betekende de 
ravitaillering van een grote troepenmacht een zware test voor de efficiënte werking 
der centrale administratie. Ten einde de soldaten regelmatig te bevoorraden, was 

* Dit artikel vormt de slechts licht gewijzigde tekst van een lezing gehouden op het XLIe Congres 
van de Federatie van de Kringen voor Oudheidkunde en Geschiedenis van België (Mechelen, 
3-6 september 1970). 
Gebruikte afkortingen: 
ARA: Algemeen Rijksarchief te Brussel; Aud.: Papiers d'Etat et de 1'Audience; Cbk: Certificatie-
boek; IB: Insolvente Boedelskamer; Pk: Privilegekamer; Proc.: Processen; Proc. Suppl: Processen 
Supplement; R: Rekenkamer; SAA: Stadsarchief te Antwerpen; V: Vierschaar. 
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no. 22 (1962) 13; F. BRAUDEL, La Méditerranée et le monde méditerranéen à l'époque de Philippe II 
(Parijs, 1966) II, 166. 
2. F. REDLICH, 'Der Marketender', Vierteljahrschrift für Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte, 
XLI (1954) 227; C. S. L. DAVIES, 'Provisions for Armies, 1509-1550. A Study in the Effectiveness 
of Early Tudor Government, EconomiecHistory Review, 2de reeks, XVII (1964-1965) 235. 
3. REDLICH, 'Der Marketender', 228. 
4. E. SCHOLLIERS, Loonarbeid en honger. De levensstandaard in de XVe en XVIe eeuw te Ant
werpen (Antwerpen, 1960) 59-62. 
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